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ON THE LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE CD<n OF LOCAL
COHOMOLOGY MODULES
MARZIYEH HATAMKHANI∗ AND HAJAR ROSHAN-SHEKALGOURABI

Abstract. The concept of Faltings’ local-global principle for CD<n of local cohomology
modules over a Noetherian ring R is introduced, and it is shown that this principle holds at
levels 1, 2 over local rings. We also establish the same principle at all levels over an arbitrary
Noetherian local ring of dimension not exceeding 3. These generalize the main results of
Brodmann et al. in [9].

1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, R is a commutative Noetherian ring and a is an ideal of R. For an
R-module M , the ith local cohomology module of M with respect to a is defined as
Hai (M ) ∼
ExtiR (R/an , M ).
= lim
−→
n∈N

For more details about the local cohomology, we refer the reader to [10].
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An important theorem in local cohomology is Faltings’ local-global principle for the finiteness
of local cohomology modules [12, Satz 1], which states that for a finitely generated R-module
M and a positive integer r, the R-module (Hai (M ))p is finitely generated for all i ≤ r and for
all p ∈ Spec(R) if and only if the R-module Hai (M ) is finitely generated for all i ≤ r.
Another formulation of Faltings’ local-global principle, particularly relevant for this paper,
is in terms of the generalization of the finiteness dimension fa (M ) of M relative to a, where
fa (M ) := inf{i ∈ N0 |Hai (M ) is not f initely generated};
with the usual convention that the infimum of the empty set of integers is interpreted as ∞.
In view of [10, 9.6.2 and 9.1.2], it follows that for a finitely generated R-module M ,
fa (M ) = inf{i ∈ N0 | at Hai (M ) ̸= 0 f or all t ∈ N0 }
= inf{faRp (Mp ) | p ∈ Spec(R)}
= inf{faRp (Mp ) | p ∈ SuppR (M/aM ) and dim R/p ≥ 0}.
Let n be a non-negative integer. As a generalization of the notion of fa (M ), Bahmanpour
et al. introduced in [7] the notion of the nth finiteness dimension fan (M ) of M relative to a by
fan (M ) := inf{faRp (Mp ) | p ∈ SuppR (M/aM ) and dim R/p ≥ n}.
Note that fan (M ) is either a positive integer or ∞ and fa0 (M ) = fa (M ).
More recently, Asadollahi and Naghipour in [1] introduced the class of in dimension < n
modules. If n is a non-negative integer, then M is said to be in dimension < n, if there is a
finitely generated submodule N of M such that dim SuppR (M/N ) < n. They showed that if
R is a complete local ring, a an ideal of R, and M a finitely generated R-module, then for any
n ∈ N0 ,
fan (M ) := inf{i ∈ N0 | Hai (M ) is not in dimension < n}.
The authors in [14] eliminated the complete local hypothesis in this result.
In [19], Zöschinger defined and investigated coatomic modules over commutative Noetherian
rings. A module M is called coatomic if every proper submodule of M is contained in a maximal
submodule of M . Over Noetherian rings, the class of coatomic modules is a Serre subcategory
of the category of R-modules. Moreover, it is clear that every finitely generated R-module is
coatomic and that every coatomic, artinian module has finite length. Also, if R is local, then
the set of associated primes of any coatomic R-module is finite. ([19, Folgerung 2])
The above definitions motivate us to introduce the notions of CD<n and Can (M ). For a
non-negative integer n we say that M is CD<n if dim SuppR (M/C) < n for some coatomic
submodule C of M . Also, we define
Can (M ) := inf{i ∈ N0 | Hai (M ) is not CD<n }
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and we prove the Faltings’ Local-global principle for CD<n of local cohomology modules as
follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, a an ideal of R, and M a finitely
generated R-module. Then for any n ∈ N0 ,
fan (M ) = Can (M ) = inf{i ∈ N0 | dim(at Hai (M )) ≥ n f or all t ∈ N}.
In fact, Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of the main result of [1].
Let M be a finitely generated R-module and b be a second ideal of R such that b ⊆ a.
Based on [10, Definition 9.1.5], the b-finiteness dimension fab (M ) of M relative to a is defined
by
fab (M ) := inf{i ∈ N0 | bt Hai (M ) ̸= 0 f or all t ∈ N0 }.
Note that fab (M ) is either a positive integer or ∞ and faa (M ) = fa (M ).
Brodmann et al. in [9] defined and studied the concept of the local-global principle for
annihilation of local cohomology modules at level r ∈ N for the ideals a and b of R. We say
that the local-global principle for the annihilation of local cohomology modules holds at level r
if for every choice of ideals a, b of R with b ⊆ a and every choice of finitely generated R-module
M , it is the case that
bR

faRpp (Mp ) > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ fab (M ) > r.
It is shown in [9] that the local-global principle for the annihilation of local cohomology modules
holds at levels 1, 2, over an arbitrary commutative Noetherian ring R and at all levels whenever
dim R ≤ 4.
The above definitions motivate us to introduce the notion of Cab (M )n by
Cab (M )n := inf{i ∈ N0 | bt Hai (M ) is not CD<n f or all t ∈ N}.
Note that Cab (M )n is either a non-negative integer or ∞, and if M is a finitely generated
R-module, in view of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.6, Caa (M )n = Can (M ) and Cab (M )0 = fab (M ). We
say that the local-global principle for the CD<n of local cohomology modules holds at level
r ∈ N if for every choice of ideals a, b of R with b ⊆ a and every choice of finitely generated
R-module M , it is the case that
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Our main result in Section 3 is to show that the local-global principle for the CD<n of
local cohomology modules over a commutative Noetherian local ring R holds at levels 1, 2. We
also establish the same principle at all levels over an arbitrary commutative Noetherian local
ring of dimension not exceeding 3. Our tools for proving the main result in Section 3 is the
following:
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose that (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring and let a, b be two ideals of R
such that b ⊆ a. Assume that M is a finitely generated R-module and let r be a positive integer
such that Extj (R/b, Hai (M )) is CD<n for all j and i < r. Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Pursuing this point of view further we establish the following consequence of Theorem 1.2
which is an extension of the results of Brodmann et al. in [9, Corollary 2.3] and Raghavan in
[17] for an arbitrary Noetherian local ring.
Corollary 1.3. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and let a, b be two ideals of R such that
b ⊆ a. Let M be a finitely generated R-module, and
r ∈ {1, gradea M, fa (M ), fa1 (M ), . . . , fan (M )}.
Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
2. FALTINGS’ LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR THE CD<n OF LOCAL
COHOMOLOGY MODULES
Recall that a class of R-modules is a Serre subcategory of the category of R-modules when
it is closed under taking submodules, quotients and extensions. For example, the classes
of Noetherian modules, Artinian modules, minimax modules and weakly Laskerian modules
are Serre subcategories. Recall that an R-module M is called minimax if there is a finitely
generated submodule N of M such that M/N is Artinian([20]). Also, M is said to be weakly
Laskerian if AssR (M/N ) is a finite set for each submodule N of M ([11]). As in standard
notation, we let S stand for a Serre subcategory of the category of R-modules.
The following lemma is needed in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that M is a finitely generated R-module and N ∈ S.
ExtiR (M, N )

∈ S and

TorR
i (M, N )

Then

∈ S for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. It follows from the definition of Ext and Tor modules.

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and N be an arbitrary R-module. Suppose that for some t ≥ 0, ExtiR (M, N ) ∈ S for all i ≤ t. Then for any finitely generated
R-module L with SuppR (L) ⊆ SuppR (M ), ExtiR (L, N ) ∈ S for all i ≤ t.
Proof. See [2, Lemma 2.2].
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In [1], Asadollahi and Naghipour introduced the class of in dimension < n modules and
they have given some properties of this modules. If n is a non-negative integer, then M is
said to be in dimension < n, if there is a finitely generated submodule N of M such that
dim SuppR (M/N ) < n. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.3. For a non-negative integer n we say that an R-module M is CD<n , if
dim SuppR (M/C) < n for some coatomic submodule C of M .
Remark 2.4. Let n be a non-negative integer and let M be an R-module.
(i) If n = 0, then M is CD<n if and only if M is coatomic.
(ii) If M is minimax, then M is CD<1 . In particular, if M is Noetherian or Artinian,
then M is CD<1 .
(iii) If M is weakly Laskerian, then M is CD<2 , by [5, Theorem 3.3]
Lemma 2.5. For any non-negative integer n, the class of CD<n modules over a Noetherian
ring R consists a Serre subcategory of the category of R-modules.
Proof. The assertion follows from [18, Corollary 3.5].

Definition 2.6. If T is an arbitrary subset of Spec(R) and n ∈ N0 , then we set (T )≥n :=
{p ∈ T | dim R/p ≥ n}.
Lemma 2.7. Let (R, m) be a local ring and n be a non-negative integer. Then for every CD<n
R-module M , the set (AssR (M ))≥n is finite.
Proof. Since M is CD<n , there exists a coatomic submodule C of M such that
dim SuppR (M/C) < n. From the exact sequence
0 −→ C −→ M −→ M/C −→ 0
we get
{p ∈ AssR (M )| dim R/p ≥ n} ⊆ {p ∈ AssR (C)| dim R/p ≥ n}∪
{p ∈ AssR (M/C)| dim R/p ≥ n}.
Since dim SuppR (M/C) < n, we have {p ∈ AssR (M/C)| dim R/p ≥ n} = ∅. Thus
{p ∈ AssR (M )| dim R/p ≥ n} ⊆ {p ∈ AssR (C)| dim R/p ≥ n} ⊆ AssR (C).
Now, the proof is complete since AssR (C) is finite by [19, Folgerung 2.2].

The following result is a generalization of the main result of Quy [16], Brodmann and
Lashgari [8], Assadollahi and Naghipour [1], and Mehrvarz et al. [14] for local rings.
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Corollary 2.8. Let a be an ideal of a local ring (R, m) and M be a CD<n R-module. Let s
be a non-negative integer such that ExtjR (R/a, Hai (M )) is CD<n for all i < s and all j ≥ 0.
Then the set (AssR (Has (M )))≥n is finite.
Proof. Note that HomR (R/a, Has (M )) is CD<n by [4, Theorem 2.2] and Lemma 2.5. Now, the
result follows from Lemma 2.7 and the fact that
AssR (HomR (R/a, Has (M ))) = AssR (Has (M )).

Now, we define the notion Can (M ) as follows:
Definition 2.9. Let R be a Noetherian ring, a be an ideal of R and M be an R-module. For
a non-negative integer n we define the notion Can (M ) as follows:
Can (M ) = inf{i ∈ N0 | Hai (M ) is not CD<n }.
Corollary 2.10. Let a be an ideal of a local ring R, and M a CD<n R-module. Then
C n (M )

HomR (R/a, Ha a

C n (M )

(M )) is CD<n and the set (AssR (Ha a

(M )))≥n is finite.

Proof. It follows from [4, Theorem 2.2] and Corollary 2.8.

Lemma 2.11. Let n be a non-negative integer and M a CD<n R-module. If p is a prime
ideal of R with dim R/p ≥ n, then Mp is a coatomic Rp -module.
Proof. By definition there is a coatomic submodule C of M such that dim SuppR (M/C) < n.
Therefore (M/C) = 0. Hence Mp ∼
= Cp and so Mp is a coatomic Rp -module by [19, Folgerung
p

1.2].

Lemma 2.12. Let (R, m) be a local ring, a be an ideal of R and n be a non-negative integer.
If M is a CD<n R-module such that SuppR (M ) ⊆ V (a), then there exists an integer t such
that dim at M < n.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 the set (AssR (M ))≥n is finite.

Assume that (AssR (M ))≥n =

{p1 , . . . , pk }. Since M is CD<n , Lemma 2.11 follows that Mpj is coatomic Rpj -module for all
1 ≤ j ≤ k. By assumption, M is a-torsion and so by [19, Lemma 1.2] for any integer 1 ≤ j ≤ k
there exists an integer tj such that (atj M )pj = 0. Let t := Max{t1 , . . . , tk }. It is easy to see that
{p1 , . . . , pk } ∩ SuppR (at M ) = ∅. We show that SuppR (at M ) ⊆ {p ∈ Spec(R)| dim R/p < n}.
If there exists a prime ideal p ∈ SuppR (at M ) such that dim R/p ≥ n, then there exists
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q ∈ AssR (at M ) such that q ⊆ p and so dim R/q ≥ n. But q ∈ SuppR (at M ) and thus
q ∈ {p1 , . . . , pk } ∩ SuppR (at M ) which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.13. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and n a non-negative integer. Let M
be a finitely generated R-module and s be a positive integer. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) Hai (M ) is CD<n for all i < s;
(ii) There exists an integer t such that dim(at Hai (M )) < n for all i < s;
(iii) There exists an integer t such that
SuppR (at Hai (M )) ⊆ {p ∈ SuppR (M/aM )| dim R/p < n}
for all i < s;
(iv) (Hai (M ))p is a finitely generated Rp -module for all i < s and for all p ∈ SuppR (M/aM )
with dim R/p ≥ n.
Proof. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii) immediately follows from Theorem 2.12 and
assumption.
(iii) ⇒ (iv): Let p ∈ SuppR (M/aM ) with dim R/p ≥ n.

By assumption (iii), p ∈
/

SuppR (at Hai (M )) for all i < s. Thus (at Hai (M ))p = 0 for all i < s. Therefore [10, Proposition
9.1.2] implies that (Hai (M ))p is finitely generated Rp -module for all i < s.
(iv) ⇒ (i): We prove the theorem by induction on s. The case of s = 1 is trivial since
Ha0 (M )

is finitely generated. We assume that s > 1 and the theorem is true for s − 1. By

induction, Ha0 (M ), . . . Has−2 (M ) are CD<n . So we have to show that Has−1 (M ) is CD<n .
At first, we prove that there exists an integer t such that SuppR (at Has−1 (M )) ⊆ {p ∈
SuppR (M/aM )| dim R/p < n}. Since Hai (M ) is CD<n for all 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 2, Corollary
2.8 implies that the set (AssR (Has−1 (M )))≥n is finite. Let (AssR (Has−1 (M )))≥n = {p1 , . . . , pr }.
By the hypothesis, (Has−1 (M ))pj is a finitely generated Rpj -module for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Thus for
any integer 1 ≤ j ≤ r, there exists an integer tj such that (atj Has−1 (M ))pj = 0.
Let t := Max{t1 , . . . , tr }. Then {p1 , . . . , pr } ∩ SuppR (at Has−1 (M )) = ∅. We claim that
SuppR (at Has−1 (M )) ⊆ {p ∈ Spec(R) | dim R/p < n}. If there exists a prime ideal p ∈
SuppR (at Has−1 (M )) such that dim R/p ≥ n, then there exists q ∈ AssR (at Has−1 (M )) such
that q ⊆ p and so dim R/q ≥ n. This implies that q ∈ {p1 , . . . , pr } ∩ SuppR (at Has−1 (M )), a
contradiction. Thus SuppR (at Has−1 (M )) ⊆ {p ∈ SuppR (M/aM )| dim R/p < n}.
By [10, Corollary 2.1.7], Hai (M ) ∼
= Hai (M/Γa (M )) for all i > 0 and by [10, Lemma 2.1.2],
M/Γa (M ) is an a-torsion-free R-module. Thus we may assume that M is an a-torsion-free
R-module. Then, in view of [10, Lemma 2.1.1], the ideal a contains an element x which is
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M -regular. Thus xt ∈ at is also M -regular. So dim SuppR (xt Has−1 (M )) < n. Moreover, we
get the following exact sequence
xt

Haj−1 (M ) −→ Haj−1 (M/xt M ) −→ Haj (M ) −→ Haj (M ).
Then by the hypothesis, (Haj−1 (M/xt M ))p is finitely generated for all j < s and for all p ∈
SuppR (M/aM ) with dim R/p ≥ n. From this we obtain by the inductive hypothesis that
Haj−1 (M/xt M ) is CD<n for all j < s . In particular, Has−2 (M/xt M ) is CD<n . Therefore the
exact sequence
Has−2 (M/xt M ) −→ (0 :Has−1 (M ) xt ) −→ 0,
follows that (0 :Has−1 (M ) xt ) is CD<n . We now consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ (0 :Has−1 (M ) xt ) −→ Has−1 (M ) −→ xt Has−1 (M ) −→ 0.
Since (0 :Has−1 (M ) xt ) is CD<n and dim SuppR (xt Has−1 (M )) < n, we obtain by the above exact
sequence that Has−1 (M ) is CD<n , as required.

Now, we can prove the first main result of this paper, which shows that the least integer i,
such that Hai (M ) is not CD<n , equals to fan (M ).
Corollary 2.14. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, a an ideal of R, and M a finitely
generated R-module. Then for any n ∈ N0 ,
fan (M ) = Can (M ) = inf{i ∈ N0 | dim(at Hai (M )) ≥ n f or all t ∈ N}.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.13.

3. THE LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR THE CD<n OF LOCAL
COHOMOLOGY MODULES
In this section we introduce the local-global principle for the CD<n of local cohomology
modules as a generalization of the Faltings’ local-global principle for the annihilation and for
the in dimension < n of local cohomology modules.
The following lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a Serre subcategory of the category of R-modules, a an ideal of R, and
M be an arbitrary R-module. Then aM belongs to S if and only if M/(0 :M a) belongs to S.
In particular, aM is CD<n if and only if M/(0 :M a) is CD<n , where n is a non-negative
integer.
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Proof. This follows easily by induction on the number of generators of a and the definition of
Serre subcategory.
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a Serre subcategory of the category of R-modules, a an ideal of R,
and s be a positive integer. If M is an arbitrary R-module such that Exts−1
R (R/a, M ) ∈ S,
then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Hai (M ) ∈ S for all i < s;
(ii) There exists an integer t ≥ 1 such that at Hai (M ) ∈ S for all i < s.
Proof. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is obviously true. In order to show (ii) ⇒ (i), we proceed
by induction on s. If s = 1, then for some integere t ≥ 1, at Ha0 (M ) ∈ S. Moreover, in view of
the assumption, HomR (R/a, M ) ∈ S. Now, since
HomR (R/a, Ha0 (M )) ∼
= HomR (R/a, M ),
it follows that the R-module (0 :Ha0 (M ) a) ∈ S. Therefore, it yields from Lemma 2.2 and
Lemma 3.1 that Ha0 (M ) ∈ S. Suppose that s > 1, and the case s − 1 is settled. By inductive
hypothesis the R-module Hai (M ) ∈ S for all i < s − 1, and so it is enough to show that the Rmodule Has−1 (M ) ∈ S. For this purpose, as there is an integer t ≥ 1 such that at Has−1 (M ) ∈ S,
it follows from Lemma 3.1 that R-module Has−1 (M )/(0 :Has−1 (M ) at ) ∈ S. On the other hand,
by virtue of Lemma 2.1, the R-module ExtjR (R/a, Hai (M )) ∈ S for all i < s − 1 and all j ≥ 0.
Hence, it follows from [4, Theorem 2.2] that Hom(R/a, Has−1 (M )) ∈ S, and so in view of
Lemma 2.2, Hom(R/at , Has−1 (M )) ∈ S. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the
R-module Has−1 (M ) ∈ S, as required.
Corollary 3.3. Let a be an ideal of R and M be a CD<n R-module. Then Can (M ) = inf{i ∈
N0 |at Hai (M ) is not CD<n f or all t ∈ N}.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.5.
In view of Corollary 3.3 it is natural to study about the greatest integer i such that bt Hai (M )
is CD<n for some integer t ∈ N, where b ⊆ a are two ideals of R. This suggests that
we introduce the notion of b − CD<n of M relative to a (as a generalization of b-finiteness
dimension fab (M ) [10] and in b-dimension< n, hba (M )n [15]).
Definition 3.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring and M be an R-module. Let b ⊆ a be two ideals
of R. For a non-negative integer n, we define the b − CD<n of M relative to a, denoted by
Cab (M )n , by
Cab (M )n := inf{i ∈ N0 |bt Hai (M ) is not CD<n f or all t ∈ N}.
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Note that Cab (M )n is either a non-negative integer or ∞, and if M is a CD<n R-module then
Caa (M )n = Can (M ) by Corollary 3.3.
Theorem 3.5. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, M be an arbitrary R-module and let a, b
be two ideals of R such that b ⊆ a. Then, for any non-negative integers i and n, the following
statements are equivalent.
(i) There exists an integer t such that dim SuppR (bt Hai (M )) < n;
(ii) There exists an integer s such that bs Hai (M ) is CD<n .
Proof. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is clear. In order to show (ii) ⇒ (i), since bs Hai (M )
is CD<n , it follows from Lemma 2.7 that the set (AssR (bs Hai (M )))≥n is finite.
(AssR (bs Hai (M )))≥n = {p1 , . . . , pr }. Then, by Lemma 2.11 for
the Rpj -module (bs Hai (M ))pj is coatomic. Hence, by [19, Lemma
such that

(atj (bs Hai (M )))pj

= 0. Since b ⊆ a, it follows that

Let

all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
1.2] there exists tj ∈ N

(bs+tj Hai (M ))pj

= 0. Set

t := max{s + t1 , . . . , s + tr }. Then, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, (bt Hai (M ))pj = 0. We show that
dim SuppR (bt Hai (M )) < n. For all p ∈ AssR (bt Hai (M ))≥n we have p ∈ AssR (bs Hai (M )) and so
there exists j such that p = pj , a contradiction. This yeilds that dim SuppR (bt Hai (M )) < n,
as required.

Corollary 3.6. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and let a, b be two ideals of R such that
b ⊆ a. Then, for any non-negative integer n and R-module M ,
Cab (M )n = inf{i ∈ N0 | dim SuppR (bt Hai (M )) ≥ n f or all t ∈ N}.
In particular, if M is finitely generated then Cab (M )0 = fab (M ).
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 3.5 and the definition of Cab (M )n .

We also introduce the local-global principle for the CD<n of local cohomology modules as
follows:
Definition 3.7. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and let r be a positive integer.
For any non-negative integer n, we say that the local-global principle for the CD<n of local
cohomology modules holds at level r (over the ring R) if, for every choice of ideals a, b of R
and for every choice of finitely generated R-module M , it is the case that
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
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Theorem 3.8. Suppose that (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring and let a, b be two ideals of R
such that b ⊆ a. Assume that M is a finitely generated R-module and let r be a positive integer
such that Extj (R/b, Hai (M )) is CD<n for all j and i < r. Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
bR

Proof. Let CaRpp (Mp )n > r for all p ∈ Spec(R) and let i be an arbitrary non-negative integer
such that i ≤ r. It is sufficient for us to show that there is a non-negative integer t0 such that
bt0 Hai (M ) is CD<n . Since b ⊆ a, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that Extj (R/a, Hai (M )) is CD<n
for all j and i < r, and so in view of [4, Theorem 2.2], the R-module HomR (R/a, Hai (M )) is
CD<n for all i = 0, 1, . . . , r. Hence the set (AssR (Hai (M )))≥n is finite, by Lemma 2.7, and so
(AssR (bt Hai (M )))≥n is finite, for all t ∈ N0 . Thus for all t ∈ N0 , the set (SuppR (bt Hai (M )))≥n
is a closed subset of Spec(R) (in the Zariski topology), and so the descending chain
· · · ⊇ (SuppR (bt Hai (M )))≥n ⊇ (SuppR (bt+1 Hai (M )))≥n ⊇ · · ·
is eventually stationary. Therefore there is a non-negative integer t0 such that for each t ≥ t0 ,
(SuppR (bt Hai (M )))≥n = (SuppR (bt0 Hai (M )))≥n .
bRm
Now, consider p ∈ Spec(R) such that dim R/p ≥ n. Since CaR
(Mm )n > r, we deduce that
m
i
there exists an integer s ≥ t0 such that (bRm )s HaR
(Mm ) is CD<n . Hence in the light of the
m

Lemma 2.11 and the isomorphism
i
((bRm )s HaR
(Mm ))pRm ∼
= (bs Hai (M ))p ,
m

it follows that (bs Hai (M ))p is a coatomic Rp -module. Now, as (bs Hai (M ))p is aRp -torsion, we
infer by [19, Lemma 1.2] that there is an integer u ≥ 1 such that (bs+u Hai (M ))p = 0, and so
p∈
/ (SuppR (bs+u Hai (M )))≥n = (SuppR (bt0 Hai (M )))≥n . Therefore,
SuppR (bt0 Hai (M ))) ⊆ {p ∈ Spec(R) | dim R/p < n}.
Consequently, dim SuppR (bt0 Hai (M ))) < n, and hence bt0 Hai (M ) is CD<n , as required.

In the sequel, we mention some important consequences of Theorem 3.8
Corollary 3.9. The local-global principle (for the CD<n of local cohomology modules) holds
over any commutative Noetherian local ring R at level 1.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that finitely generated
R-modules are CD<n .
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Corollary 3.10. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring with dim R ≤ 2, then the local-global
principle (for the CD<n of local cohomology modules) holds over R at all levels r ∈ N .
Proof. The result follows from [13, Theorem 7.10] and Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 3.11. Suppose that (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring and let a, b be two ideals of
R such that b ⊆ a. Assume that M is a finitely generated R-module and let r be a positive
integer such that Extj (R/b, Hai (M )) is coatomic for all j and i < r. Then
bR

faRpp (Mp ) > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ fab (M ) > r.
0

Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that Cab (M ) = fab (M ).

Corollary 3.12. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, M be a finitely generated R-module
and r a non-negative integer such that Hai (M ) is in dimension < 2 (or weakly Laskerian)
R-module for all i < r. Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Proof. The result follows from [3, Theorem 3.4] and Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 3.13. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and M be a finitely generated R-module
such that dim M/aM ≤ 1. Then for any integer r,
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Proof. The result follows from [6, Corollary 2.7] and Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 3.14. Let (R, m) be a local ring and M be a finitely generated R-module such that
dim M/aM ≤ 2. Then for any integer r and n ≥ 2,
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Proof. The result follows from [6, Corollary 3.2] and Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 3.15. Let (R, m) be a local ring and M be a finitely generated R-module such that
M ̸= aM . Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > gradea M f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > gradea M.
Proof. The assertion follows from [10, Theorem 6.2.7] and Theorem 3.8.
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Corollary 3.16. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, M be a finitely generated R-module,
and r ∈ {fa (M ), fa1 (M ), . . . , fan (M )}. Then
bR

CaRpp (Mp )n > r f or all p ∈ Spec(R) ⇐⇒ Cab (M )n > r.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 2.14.

We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section, which shows that
local-global principle for the CD<n of local cohomology modules is valid at level 2 over any
commutative Noetherian local ring R. This generalizes the main result of Brodmann et al. in
[9] for local rings.
Theorem 3.17. The local-global principle (for the CD<n of local cohomology modules) holds
over any commutative Noetherian local ring R at level 2.
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and let a, b be two ideals of R such that b ⊆ a
bR

and CaRpp (Mp )n > 2 f or all p ∈ Spec(R). If we prove that Cab (M )n > 2, the assertion follows.
To this end, by Corollary 3.9, we only need to show that there exists a non-negative integer
bR

u such that the R-module bu Ha2 (M ) is CD<n . Since CaRpp (Mp )n > 2 , similar to that in the
proof of Theorem 3.8, for each p ∈ Spec(R) with dim R/p ≥ n, there is tp ∈ N0 such that
(btp Hai (M ))p = 0 for all i = 1, 2. Furthermore, there exists a non-negative integer s such that
bs Hai (Γb (M )) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. Now, let M = M/Γb (M ). Then from the short exact sequence
0 −→ Γb (M ) −→ M −→ M −→ 0,
we obtain the long exact sequence
(1)

(Ha1 (M ))p −→ (Ha1 (M ))p −→ (Ha2 (Γb (M )))p −→ (Ha2 (M ))p −→ (Ha2 (M ))p .

1 (M ) = 0, for some integer k ∈ N .
Hence, it follows from [10, Lemma 9.1.1] that (bRp )kp HaR
p
p
0
p

Moreover, by [10, Lemma 2.1.1], there exists x ∈ b which is a non-zerodivisor on M . Then
1 (M ) = 0. Now, the short exact sequence
xkp HaR
p
p
xkp

0 −→ M p −→ M p −→ M p /xkp M p −→ 0,
induces the exact sequence
xkp

1
1
0
(M p ) −→ HaR
(M p ).
HaR
(M p /xkp M p ) −→ HaR
p
p
p
1 (M ) is a homomorphic image of H 0 (M /xkp M ), and so it is
Hence the Rp -module HaR
p
p
p
aRp
p

a finitely generated Rp -module, for all p ∈ Spec(R) with dim R/p ≥ n. It therefore follows from Theorem 2.13 that Ha1 (M ) is CD<n . Therefore in view of Theorem [4, Theorem 2.2], the R-module HomR (R/a, Ha2 (M )) is also CD<n , and so by Lemma 2.7 the set
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(AssR (HomR (R/a, Ha2 (M )))≥n is finite. Consequently the set (AssR (Ha2 (M )))≥n is finite, and
so for every non-negative integer t, the set (AssR (bt Ha2 (M )))≥n is also finite. Thus for all
t ∈ N0 , the set (SuppR (bt Ha2 (M )))≥n is a closed subset of Spec(R) (in the Zariski topology),
and so the descending chain
. . . ⊇ (SuppR (bt Ha2 (M )))≥n ⊇ (SuppR (bt+1 Ha2 (M )))≥n ⊇ . . .
is eventually stationary. Therefore there is a non-negative integer t0 such that for each t > t0 ,
(SuppR (bt Ha2 (M )))≥n = (SuppR (bt0 Ha2 (M )))≥n .
Now, as (btp Ha2 (M ))p = 0, it follows from the exact sequence (1) and [10, Lemma 9.1.1] that
there is a non-negative integer vp ≥ t0 such that (bvp Ha2 (M ))p = 0. Hence (bt0 Ha2 (M ))p = 0
for all p ∈ Spec(R) with dim R/p ≥ n, and so
SuppR (bt0 Ha2 (M )) ⊆ {p ∈ Spec(R)| dim R/p < n}.
Now, let u := s + t0 . Then, it easily follows from the exact sequence (1) and [10, Lemma 9.1.1]
that SuppR (bu Ha2 (M )) ⊆ SuppR (bt0 Ha2 (M )). Consequently,
SuppR (bu Ha2 (M )) ⊆ {p ∈ Spec(R)| dim R/p < n},
and so bu Ha2 (M ) is CD<n , as required.

Corollary 3.18. The local-global principle (for the CD<n of local cohomology modules) holds
over any commutative Noetherian local ring R with dim R ≤ 3.
Proof. The assertion follows from Corollary 3.9, Theorem 3.17 and [10, Exercise 7.1.7].
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